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Abstract

A Systran MT server became available on the minitel network in 1984, and on Internet in 1994. Since then we have
come to a better understanding of the nature of MT systems
by separately analyzing their linguistic, computational,
and operational architectures. Also, thanks to the CxAxQ
metatheorem, the systems’ inherent limits have been clarified, and design choices can now be made in an informed
manner according to the translation situations. MT evaluation has also matured: tools based on reference translations are useful for measuring progress; those based on
subjective judgments for estimating future usage quality;
and task-related objective measures (such as post-editing
distances) for measuring operational quality. Moreover,
the same technological advances that have led to “Web
2.0” have brought several futuristic predictions to fruition.
Free Web MT services have democratized assimilation MT
beyond belief. Speech translation research has given rise
to usable systems for restricted tasks running on PDAs or
on mobile phones connected to servers. New man-machine
interface techniques have made interactive disambiguation usable in large-coverage multimodal MT. Increases i n
computing power have made statistical methods workable,
and have led to the possibility of building low-linguisticquality but still useful MT systems by machine learning
from aligned bilingual corpora (SMT, EBMT). In parallel,
progress has been made in developing interlingua-based
MT systems, using hybrid methods. Unfortunately, many
misconceptions about MT have spread among the public,
and even among MT researchers, because of ignorance of
the past and present of MT R&D. A compensating factor i s
the willingness of end users to freely contribute to building essential parts of the linguistic knowledge needed t o
construct MT systems, whether corpus-related or lexical.
Finally, some developments we anticipated fifteen years
ago have not yet materialized, such as online writing tools
equipped with interactive disambiguation, and as a corollary the possibility of transforming source documents into
self-explaining documents (SEDs) and of producing corresponding SEDs fully automatically in several target languages. These visions should now be realized, thanks t o
the evolution of Web programming and multilingual NLP
techniques, leading towards a true Semantic Web, “Web
3.0”, which will support ubilingual (ubiquitous multilingual) computing.
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Introduction
In this paper, we would like to assess the achievements of Machine Translation (MT) and Machine Assisted Translation (MAT) in the (approximately) fifteen
years since 1994, when a Systran MT server was first put
on the Internet, and to look ahead toward expectations for
R&D in MT and MAT in the next fifteen years. More
than four authors would certainly be required to present
the last fifteen years of MT completely and faithfully, and
doubtless no combination of experts could actually predict what will happen by 2035. We will nevertheless risk
some predictions, knowing full well that only about half
of our predictions in previous papers [1-7] have already
come true. We also know that there have been some altogether unexpected developments, such as the growth of
empirical methods (SMT, EBMT), and have participated
to some of them without having anticipated them. As in
the field of speech recognition, these methods became
practical because of continuing increases in computing
power and storage capacity. In addition, the Internet and
the free, open-source spirit of the Web1 have given access
to very large linguistic resources: users can now help to
build them and can improve MT results online, using free
Web browsers. In these efforts, users now experience no
more delay than when using traditional and often expensive MT and TA (Translation Aid) systems on a PC.
One particular development has been the incredibly
rapid progress of speech translation. The first three
authors have been involved in this work, and one (Seligman) has in fact built a commercial, large-coverage PCbased system, Converser for Healthcare™, fulfilling a
vision which we three developed at ATR in 1992-93: we
anticipated that interactive disambiguation, added to a
combination of commercially available ASR2, MT and
TTS modules, could lead to the creation of practical sys1

http://www.atelier-informatique.org/internet/evolution-web-10-web20-web-30/358/ gives definitions. "Web 1.0" refers to the time when
all pages were static. “Web 2.0” techniques allow for data sharing,
dynamic pages, social networks, and collaborative work, and include
the exploitation of XML, RSS and AJAX. Users become active participants. “Web 3.0” has just begun (from 2008), the main differences being knowledge processing (Semantic Web, intelligent Web),
P2P (peer to peer) communications and services, and personalization
(facial recognition, net identity, etc.). As computing becomes pervasive, we propose that multilingual computing should become ubilingual (ubiquitous multilingual) computing.
2
ASR = Automatic Speech Recognition, TTS = Text To Speech.

tems. The fourth author adds a view of the potential of
Web 3.0 techniques, having participated in the design
of user-centered microworld interfaces (and a narrative
language for CABRI-géomètre); of online tools eliciting
lexical contribution in a learning context (ITolDU); of
modern techniques of Web programming; and of Web
multilingual access gateways (iMAGs).
In the first section of this paper, rather than recount all of the turns of MT since 1994, we will summarize the progress we observe in understanding MT,
TA, and their interrelations since then. In Section 2, we
cover aspects of the evolution of the MT field that seem
related to the evolution of the Internet. We start with
1994, because it is the first time MT appeared on the
Internet, and because the prior period has largely been
covered elsewhere: see in particular [6, 10, 11]. That
limitation provides a reason to limit our lookahead in
Section 3, where we describe the MT evolution we
expect in the next fifteen (rather than twenty-five) years,
in the context of the Semantic Web (Web 3.0).
1. Progress in understanding MT, TA, and their
interrelations
1.1 Dimensions of analysis of MT systems
MT systems were first classified according to the
technological approach used: in 1976, one spoke already
of “nG” (n-th generation) systems. 1G systems (e.g.,
GAT, Systran) were direct (word-for-word) and directly
programmed; 2G systems used intermediate linguistic
structures and were programmed in metalanguages; and
futuristic 3G systems would translate by understanding, using world (gnostic or encyclopedic) knowledge,
and would to some degree mimic translators’ brain
processes.

architecture. The need to consider a third aspect, their
operational architecture, was also recognized.

Figure 2: hierarchy of computational architectures of
phases of MT systems
The linguistic architecture may be defined by the
succession of intermediate representations (IR) used to
process a translation unit (the path in Vauquois’ triangle,
see Figure 2), as well as their precise nature and scope
(only sentences, or paragraphs, or even full texts).
The computational architecture is defined by the
technology used to build the phases transforming one IR
into the next. A phase may be hand-crafted (using classical programming languages, or rule-based languages, of
various types3), or it may be (semi-)automatically learned
from bilingual examples such as pairs of strings, of trees,
of <string, tree> pairs, or of <string, abstract representation> pairs. The terms expert and empirical have been
proposed recently for expressing this hand-crafted vs.
machine-learned distinction, and we will use them here. A
detailed study of current and past MT systems shows that
the linguistic and computational architectures of MT
systems are independent of each other [12].
By operational architecture, we mean the precise
conditions of the use and development of a system:
• Tasks and users: (1) help bilinguals produce good
translations; (2) help people understand an unknown
or little-known language; (3) help people communicate (chat, spoken translation…).
• Language pairs / volumes / kinds: graph of translation paths or directions (1!1 as in ALT/JE; 1"1 as
in Converser for Healthcare; 1!N as in MedSLT;
1"N as in Phraselator (for the US Army); or N"N
(for debates, multilingual chat, or peace forces).
• Possible involvement of humans: (1) authors (controlled language, rewriting, interactive disambiguation); (2) professional/occasional translators (postediting); and (3) readers (guessing from multi-result
factorized output).
• Available resources: data (in particular, the huge
parallel corpora necessary for SMT), and humans
(computational linguists, lexicographers needed for
"expert" MT).
1.2 The CxAxQ MT (meta)theorem

Figure 1: linguistic architectures of MT systems
After 1980, MT systems began to be classified according to their immediate users: MT for watchers, MT
for revisors, MT for translators, and (around 1989) MT
for authors. Since 2000 or so, one reads about the
opposition between rule-based MT (RBMT) and statistical MT (SMT), though these terms really distinguish
between handcrafted MT (HCMT) and MachineLearned MT (MLMT).
Since the Cranfield conference in 1994 (“MT Ten
Years On”), the first author has tried to propose a more
exact classification. First, a distinction was made [12]
between two aspects of the analysis of MT systems:
their linguistic architecture and their computational

Theorem Statement: The product of language Coverage, Automation rate, and linguistic Quality of MT
systems is always well below 100%, but two of these
factors can approach 100% if one compromises on the
third. As a formula,
Coverage x Automaticity x Quality << 100%.
That limitation is in the nature of the problem.
This statement is experimentally but not formally
provable, exactly like Church's Thesis. Thanks to it, the
3

Rules may be non-procedural rules of well-formedness (as in formal
grammars like CFGs, TAGs, or HPSGs), or procedural rules (rewriting rules on strings, trees or graphs, and transitions of automata
such as FSTs).

inherent limits of translation automation have been
clarified, and design choices can be made in an informed manner according to the translation situation.
For example, when large coverage and high quality are
needed, as for helping English-speaking health personnel to converse about virtually anything with Spanishspeaking patients and their families, automation must
be far less than 100%: we have to let users disambiguate and give them considerable control – as in Converser for Healthcare, which supports reverse translation
and optional user-initiated lexical disambiguation.
Similarly, if we aim at very high quality and full
automation, we can only build MT systems tailored to
a restricted sublanguage, such as weather bulletins [13]
or stock market flash reports [14]. In the case of Web
translations, C x A !100%, so quality simply cannot be
100%; but C x Q !100% in the case of DBMT systems
such as KANT/CATALYST [15] or LIDIA [16]. Quality usually means linguistic quality, as judged by translators. We propose to define it relative to the postedition time, expressed in minutes per page, so that
Q " 0 if more than 50 minutes4 are needed to post-edit
the result of one standard source page (250 words):
Q=(100-2xT(post-edition_MT))%.
Table 1. MT quality as a function of post-editing time
Post-edition T
(minute/page)
MT quality
(%)
Post-edition T
(minute/page)
MT quality
(%)

0mn

5mn

10mn 15mn 20mn 25mn 30mn

100%

90%

80%

70%

60%

50%

40%

35mn 40mn 45mn 50mn 55mn 60mn 65mn
30%

20%

10%

0%

-10% -20% -30%

To define automaticity, we propose the formula
Erreur ! which takes into account all kinds of human
intervention in the translation process, rather than only
post-edition time. For example, A = 83.3% if one
needs only ten minutes of human interaction with an
MT system to produce the draft translation of a page,
normally produced in one hour of human work. In [17],
we give a method of computing the coverage of an MT
system. It is not presented here for lack of space5.
1.3 What to evaluate in MT and how ?
MT evaluation methods can be internal (used
while viewing a system’s inner mechanisms in order to
develop or technically assess the system) or external
(viewing the system as a black box). Internal measures
have received much less attention from researchers than
external measures, probably because they must be at
least partly system-specific. Nevertheless, all MT developers and editors have their own test suites of sentences and documents.
With respect to MT evaluation, the most important development since 1994 is the introduction in
4

(Linguistic) quality will be 0% if the MT result is so bad that posteditors reject it and restart from scratch, even if they can gain ten
min/page by using it. Linguistic quality is different from usage
quality (i. e, utility, or cost-effectiveness).
5
Briefly, we prepare a table with rows for the types of linguistic
phenomena (words/compounds, terms, collocations, grammatical
constructions), and columns for frequency and importance (FI)
relative to the translation situation, and coverage of general
meanings (GM) and specific meanings (SM). Hence, coverage
should depend on the identified task.

2001-2002 of objective external measures such as BLEU,
NIST, ORANGE, WER, mWER, etc., based on automatic comparisons of MT results with reference translations. (Most such measures use only easily computable ngrams counts.) Competitive MT evaluation campaigns
have been organized based upon these measures, comparable to those for speech recognition, information retrieval,
Q&A, etc. These campaigns have certainly been worthwhile. However, the expectation that these n-gram-based
measures would correlate well with human judgments of
linguistic quality has not been met [18]. Moreover, to
evaluate systems currently in use, reference-based measures require human intervention: by definition, there are
no reference translations of previously untranslated segments. In order to use these measures, one should modify
the operational context and architecture so that humans
can post-edit MT results, producing reference translations
of a fraction of the input, as in Google Translate. But
even in such a favorable case6, the measure is certainly
biased, because the sample of segments selected by Web
surfers for contributive post-edition is not at all random.
Our understanding of MT evaluation techniques has
now matured. In [19, 20], we conclude that it is best to
evaluate operational quality by using task-related measures which compare (a) the effort to perform a certain task
with the MT system, integrated in its operational environment, and (b) the effort without that system. One
should limit the use of tools like BLEU to measure progress during MT system development.
However, contrary to an all-too-common belief,
these tools are not inherently limited to empirical (autolearned) systems (SMT and EBMT). It is true that, in the
case of expert (handmade) MT systems, reference
translations given from outside are mostly inadequate,
because they are too far from actual MT results (in the set
of all possible target sentences): in general, much nearer
reference translations may be found, given the immense
number of acceptable translations of a segment. Thus, for
expert MT systems, the solution is to post-edit the MT
results on test suites and then to use the corrections as
reference translations. In summary, (1) tools based on
reference translations are useful for measuring progress;
(2) those based on subjective judgments are useful for
estimating future usage quality; and (3) task-related
objective measures (such as post-editing distance) are
useful for measuring operational quality.
1.4 Good surprises
Web translation. The same technological advances
that have led to Web 2.0 have brought several futuristic
predictions to fruition. Free Web MT services have democratized assimilation MT beyond belief.
Speech translation. Research has led to creation of
fully automatic but usable systems for restricted tasks,
running on PDAs or on mobile phones connected to
servers. Back in 1993, many thought this effort could
never succeed because ASR and MT errors would multiply. But tremendous progress has been made on the ASR
side – recognition is now possible under noisy conditions
without sophisticated microphones – and new manmachine interface techniques (on PCs, PDAs, or even
6

That has become possible only since the introduction of the contributive Web (Web 2.0).

mobile phones) allow user control and participation, in
particular by correction of ASR outputs and interactive
disambiguation in the source language [21, 22]. Broadcoverage multimodal MT is emerging.
Empirical and notably statistical methods. Increases in computing power have made statistical methods workable, and have made possible the construction
of low-linguistic-quality but still useful MT systems by
machine learning from aligned bilingual corpora (SMT,
EBMT).
Hybridization. The MSR-MT system developed
by Microsoft Research around 1998-2002 [23] used
hand-crafted analysis and generation, but learned the
transfer component totally automatically by compiling a
MindNet from a large number of corresponding English
and Spanish trees. Combination of empirical methods
with interlingua-based linguistic architectures has been
demonstrated, notably by the IBM MASTOR hand-held
English-Mandarin speech translation system [24, 25].
All of this work demonstrates the possibility of developing interlingua-based MT systems using hybrid
methods. Another aspect of hybridization is the use of
corpus-crunching methods to prepare data for expert
(handmade) MT systems. For example, the size of the
Fujitsu ATLAS-II dictionaries has grown from 586 K
entries in 2001 (at that year’s MT Summit) to more
than 5.57 M in 2008 (v.14). No doubt this increase was
achieved not only through manual creation or adaptation
of existing dictionaries, but also by using parallel or
comparable corpus processing techniques. Very large
increases in dictionary size can also be observed in The
Honyaku (Toshiba), Systran, etc. Likewise, most TA
tools (Trados, XMS, Similis…) now include good or
excellent terminology extractors.
1.5 Increase of misconceptions about MT
MT has always been a somewhat mythical field,
with many misconceptions, apocryphal examples, etc.
However, this tendency has increased rather than lessened in the past twenty-five years. In particular, many
MT researchers are ignorant about the history of MT,
the nature of MT, and the existing operational MT
systems. Here are examples of such misconceptions.
The majority of operational systems use the SMT
design. No. Google Translate and LanguageWeaver
(which offers no free Web server) are indeed SMT-based
systems, but Systran, LMT, METAL, ProMT, Reverso, WordMagic, ATLAS, The Honyaku, ALT/JE,
ALTFLASH, Neon, etc. are totally or essentially handcrafted. However, it is true that some of these latter systems (like Systran) are beginning to insert a statistical
(or rather, probabilistic) phase into their computational
architecture.
Pivot implies Rule-Based. No, as demonstrated by
the MASTOR system (2003), and previously by a part
of the multilingual, CSTAR-II spoken dialogue MT
system (1999) based upon the IF pivot standard.
Pivot implies Interlingua. No: a pivot can be a
structure based upon some representational level of a
particular natural language, e.g. analysis results in multitarget MT. That is the case in the MedSLT systems,
and also in the LIDIA prototype mentioned above.

MT with interlingual (IL) pivot cannot work and
scale up. No. ATLAS-II (Fujitsu) has been the best system for Japanese to and from English for twenty years.
ATLAS-II v.14 has more than 5.7 M dictionary entries.
Transfer MT with N languages implies N(N-1)
transfers. No. One can use the analysis representations of
some language as intermediate structures and can then
combine two transfers to obtain translations for (N-1)(N2) language pairs. Only 2(N-1) transfer components are
needed in this case, a linear rather than quadratic number.
Statistical MT implies low development cost. Not if
one takes into consideration the cost of producing the
bilingual corpora. For example, one parallel corpus of
50 M words (200 K pages) has required between 150 K
and 200 K hours of human translators (about 100 personyears) for its production. While it is true that an SMT
system can be produced virtually overnight once suitable
corpora are in place, LanguageWeaver produced only four
systems between 2001 and 2005, most probably because
of the scarcity of clients having large enough previously
translated corpora. It should also be noted that large corpora cannot easily be borrowed: an SMT system developed for one kind of corpus will produce far worse results
on another kind of corpus.
Rule-Based MT implies high development cost. No –
or rather, it depends. True, specialists are needed to design and implement the expert lingware components
(grammars, automata, and dictionaries), and their work
does cost more than outsourced manual translation. However, the development of systems aiming at sublanguage,
such as METEO or ALTFLASH, has been very cheap (35 persons for 6-10 months). For large-coverage systems,
Fujitsu reported a cost of 300 man-years to market the
first versions of ATLAS-II (around 1982), with 70,000
entries in each dictionary. By way of comparison, if a
parallel corpus of 200 M words is needed to obtain comparable output quality, as suggested by P. Koehn at a
meeting of the UE in 2006, the cost would be from 600
to 800 man-years.
MT quality has increased with SMT. No. On the
contrary, the very design of SMT systems lowers the
asymptotic (best possible) quality. In 2004-05, the RALI
(Université de Montréal) built an SMT system from an
aligned corpus of 40 M words of weather bulletins translated by METEO and revised by experts [26]. They obtained 77% acceptable translations, so at least 23% corrections would have to be made, while only 3% were actually made on the METEO results.
BLEU measures the quality of translations. No (see
above). Many researchers are aware that BLEU scores do
not correlate well with human judgments of translation
quality, but still use this tool as a quality measure in
research papers because it is available and simple to use.
That is a major flaw in current MT evaluations.
Adequacy should be measured by a positive number.
No. In fact, information conveyed by a translation can be
misleading: a "contresens" (mistranslation) can lead to
false assumptions and erroneous decisions. We saw many
such cases while participating in the subjective evaluation
of IWSLT campaigns. Thus, adequacy should rather be
computed using kappa coefficients, which measure agreement or disagreement between the original message and a
candidate translation, and adequacy scores should be
between -1 and +1.

1.6 Emergence of theoretical arguments in favour
of example-based approaches
The empirical approach – the idea of working with
examples rather than full-blown theories – has been
defended mainly through practical rather than theoretical
arguments. In the past, a similar situation obtained in
the area of speech recognition: back in 1975, CMU had
developed a knowledge- and theory-based system (Hearsay), and in parallel the empirical HHM-based Harpy
system. Harpy won, by a large margin. Later, Jelinek
famously said that whenever he fired a linguist his ASR
recognition rate would jump up 1%. The same argument has more recently been used in relation to SMT: it
works, so what’s the problem?
The general problem is that SMT does not in fact
work better that expertly built systems. Among other
more specific problems, new kinds of very annoying
errors appear: parts of the input message are left out;
parts appear that don't correspond to anything in the
source; and a study by Dong Zheng Dong shows that
overall reliability is considerably lower. Accordingly,
we remain dissatisfied with the argument that decent
results can justify the SMT approach without further
ado. At the other extreme, we would be equally dissatisfied with the claim that SMT cannot work because it
is not based on explicit deep knowledge. The fact is
that empirical methods can perform to a surprising
degree, but sometimes fail in the ways just mentioned
and others; so theoretically oriented researchers should
try to explain both the successes and failures.
Ed Hovy [27] has argued quite generally that,
rather than develop a maximally complete and consistent theory, it would be more efficient to accumulate an
enormous number of factoids, and to produce translations from them (or find answers from them in information retrieval). We can only agree, as these areas are in
effect scientific technologies [28] and not sciences.
However, we think it is possible to go one step further.
Incompleteness and inconsistency metatheorem.
Our claim: there can be no satisfactory formal theory
(axiomatization by axioms and rules) for an NL
(though there can be such a formal theory for a restricted
enough controlled language, or for a restricted sublanguage which arises naturally).
Any axiomatization will undergenerate (exhibit
incompleteness) and overgenerate (exhibit inconsistency). Moreover, there seem to be standard ways to
derive counterexamples from each proposed axiomatization. This is a game linguists like to play, and it justifies the never-ending quest for an adequate formal theory of NL. Our proposal, then, is that such a formal
theory cannot exist, but a valid semantic theory can – as
a set of valid sentences in a given language. That
metatheorem is an analog of Gödel's incompleteness
theorem: while there can be no axiomatic system (a
formal theory, in mathematics) that generates all and
only true statements about integers, the set of true
statements about integers certainly exists (it is called
the semantic theory of integers).
As a consequence, we are justified in abandoning
the Holy Grail of building a perfect grammar and lexicon for a language, and in concentrating instead on
known instances of the indescribable semantic theory –
that is, on examples. That is exactly what happened

with Vauquois & Chappuy's formalism for static grammars [29]: the formalism was used as a semi-formal specification level, up to the point where it became possible to
automatically produce draft analyzers and generators using
it [30]. From that point, however, it proved more efficient
to build tools for empirically developing instances of the
string-tree correspondences described by that type of
grammar, the SSTCs [31], to align or synchronize them
(obtaining a collection of synchronized SSTCs, or SSSTCs), and to build an EBMT system from the aligned
results [32].
Similarly, USM's EBMT system Banterjah has been
obtained empirically, but its knowledge-base was produced in a hybrid way. The quality is said to be superior
of that of an SMT built with the same size of initial
bilingual corpus, but Banterjah uses a database of about
10 K S-SSTCs, corresponding to about 600 pages of text
in one language, semi-automatically prepared at a rate of
about 1/2 hour per S-SSTC.
2. MT evolution since 1994, linked to the Web (1.0
and 2.0)
This section is short, as there are not many disagreements here.
2.1 Democratization of access to Web translators
In 1994 (our starting date here), Systran was the first
MT system to be made available on the Web, after having
been on France’s Minitel for ten years or more. Twentyfive years later, almost all MT vendors offer free Web
page translators, and provide MT gateways like Voilà,
Babelfish, etc. to large customers. Millions of Web pages
are translated on the fly every day, in more than fifty
language pairs. This progress would of course have been
unthinkable before the Web.
2.2 Building heterogeneous MT systems collaboratively through the Web
The examples of UNL and CSTAR-II show that collaborative development via the Web is indeed possible.
Intermediate structures encoded in XML or in HTML-like
specific formats (as in .unl files, which contain interlingual representations in the format originated by H. Uchida
[33]) are exchanged almost instantly between modules of
MT systems running in various locations. These various
structures are developed with very different tools and
theoretical backgrounds. The availability and diffusion of
XML, Unicode, and associated tools since 1998 has
solved many difficult problems linked with the computer
representation of texts in various languages.
2.3 Emergence of the application to MT of collaborative resource building
With the advent of Web 2.0 – the participative Web
– the age of collaborative construction of resources in
general, and of MT resources more specifically, is upon
us. The idea of exchanging translation dictionaries, in
particular, was pioneered by A. Melby before 1984, as
soon as microcomputers became available [34, 35], with
later developments towards the exchange of lexical and

terminological data (via Micro-MATER [36]). More
recently, collaborative human translation has become
very active, with Web sites dedicated to the translation
of documents related to causes (PaxHumana), or centers
of interest (Wikipedia), or open source software (the
W3C and Mozilla localization projects). Existing parallel high quality corpora like EuroParl and JR-acquis
have become available on the Web in GPL7, and more
corpora are being created by volunteer translation communities. Cooperative development has begun more
recently on (pre-terminological) dictionaries, especially
in instructional contexts [37, 38].
2.4 Possibility of building reactive and contributive translation gateways
Due to Ajax techniques, which enable the programming of more dynamic Web pages providing richer
and more participatory user experiences, it is now possible to browse a Web site in one's own language, modify a mistranslated segment on the fly, and continue
reading. Behind the scenes, post-edited segments are
stored in translation memories, and reused later if an
exact match is found.
2.5 Possibility of quickly building MT systems for
under-resourced languages or pairs
Even in the lucky case where a large enough parallel corpus is available for an under-resourced language
pair (such as French-Thai or French-Vietnamese), these
pairs pose special problems for empirical techniques, so
that direct use of an SMT-building toolkit like Moses
[39] is unsatisfactory. Language-specific preprocessing
is needed, e.g. for segmentation in writing systems
without word separators, lemmatization for languages
with complex inflectional morphology, and word decomposition in languages with complex compositional
morphology, as in Dravidian languages. As Martin Kay
recently observed, many of the wordforms found in the
source text will never have been seen before. In addition, translation into languages with complex inflectional morphology often fails because of the lack of an
underlying syntactic structure to guide generation.
However, techniques have been designed to build these
additional components by adapting components already
available for other languages presenting similar problems. Such cloning techniques have been quite successful in producing ASR systems for Vietnamese, Khmer,
Thai, etc. It also becomes possible to regenerate an MT
system as time goes on, automatically adapting to
changing elements like named entities and their translations. For example, a Vietnamese-French MT system
for written news was built in 2009 from a Web site of
translated news items [40]. A program first identifies
translated pages using date proximity and proportion of
recurring Vietnamese-French pairs (a dictionary or a
phrase table may help) and thus produces a V-F corpus.
It then extracts from it a parallel corpus of bi-segments,
and finally generates an MT system using Moses. The
quality of the results on similar untranslated news items
seems to be better than that of Google Translate (which
performs two-step translation through English).
7
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3. MT evolution in Web 3.0 ?
3.1 DBMT MT systems and Self-Explaining Documents (SED)
Back in 1994, we had just completed an experiment
on a small DBMT (Dialogue-Based MT) prototype,
LIDIA, translating from French into Russian, German and
English. In the course of our experimentation, we observed once again that translation may introduce ambiguities which are not present in the source text. It also may
happen that all of the disambiguated analyses of a sentence produce the same translation, which turns out to be
as ambiguous as the original. One example was the translation from French into Russian of the famous sentence
The man sees the girl in the park with a telescope.
In that case (we may well ask), what is the use of
disambiguating the source text if ambiguities only reappear in the translation(s), or – even worse – if new ones
are created? Would it not be better to try to produce translations which preserve the ambiguities, thus dispensing
with interactive disambiguation altogether? Unfortunately, experience with human translation shows that
ambiguities can be exactly preserved only in some cases,
and that to preserve them purposefully is quite difficult
and often leads to unnatural expressions in the translation.
It is also quite clear that the transferable ambiguities vary
with the target language. Finally, although some texts
may be intentionally ambiguous, especially in poetry and
politics, most ambiguities are not intentional, but are due
to the intrinsic nature of natural languages. Some people
write more clearly than others, but everybody writes ambiguously in all natural languages, which are ambiguous
by nature (though unambiguously in all programming
languages, which are unambiguous by construction).
Such considerations have led us to the idea of selfexplaining documents: if the target documents are accompanied by their (unambiguous) linguistic structure, with
indications of potentially ambiguous parts, and if the
reader in the target language may obtain a clarification of
unclear parts in a user-friendly way, the ambiguity issues
are largely resolved. As human users are notably insensitive to ambiguities, however, we should find a way to
warn the reader that the target text is ambiguous. In a
multilingual DBMT setting, such warnings are possible.
The system analyzes the target text with the analyzer of
the target language, and produces a structure factorizing
the multiple possible analyses, or mmc-structure8. It then
automatically runs a simulated (and mute) disambiguation
dialogue on the target side, automatically answering each
disambiguation question so that the generated disambiguated structure, or umc-structure, is contained among the
remaining candidate analyses as each question is answered. The system memorizes the disambiguation questions and the answers (Figure 3). It is then possible to
show the ambiguities in the user interface by any convenient means, e.g. by creating buttons on which the reader
may click to obtain the clarifications furnished by questions and answers – clarifications which would have been
given by the author, had the text been written in the
target language. In the Web 2.0 context, an SED is
8

mmc = multiple (all analyses), multilevel (from surface to abstract
levels), concrete (direct correspondence with text).
umc = unique (disambiguated), multilevel and concrete.

obtained by adding to an XML document and its folder
of satellite files a companion explanatory document,
also in XML. In [41, 42], we report on a prototype
implementation of a SED viewer and editor, based on
the Amaya XHTML editor of the W3C.
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Figure 3: production of self-explaining documents,
interactively in the source language,
and then automatically in the target languages
Since 1994, we have been unable to obtain funding to develop a full prototype of this concept. Also
turned down were even less ambitious project proposals
to the EU concerning the introduction of writing tools
linked to a DBMT system, although the potential of the
approach for producing low cost, high quality
translation into multiple languages had been amply
demonstrated, in particular by the IBM JETS system.
These concepts were simply too far ahead of their time.
With the advent of the Semantic Web, we hope
they will no longer be seen as futuristic, but as quite
feasible. It is now possible to develop such multilingual systems through the Internet. If a pivot-oriented
approach is chosen, a team can be responsible for each
language. Teams can share resources in a practical manner since, for example, sharing a common lexical database in real time no longer poses problems.
3.2 Interactive disambiguation in target language
Some expert MT systems have been built to produce an ordered list of translations for each segment.
The first translations are used to compose the output
text, and the user interface allows an editor to see and
select other translations further down the list. But postediting the first version is almost always quicker than
going down the list, often without finding any better
preliminary translation. The situation is now far worse
with SMT systems, which can produce very long scored
lists (sometimes factorized in lattices of candidate translations): according to experiments performed at
Xerox/XRCE, for 90% of all input sentences, there is
no good translation to "rerank" in the first top 100 or
even 1000 candidates.
The idea arises, then, of offering the editor a better
structure to search through. Rather than a list, some sort
of graph seems indicated, in the manner of a confusion
network, offering readers a convenient interface to
quickly search the network for a translation meeting

their expectations. In addition to facilitating navigation
through numerous candidate translations produced by a
single MT system, such an approach could also enable the
easy combination of parts of candidates from several MT
systems. Note that, in this scenario, which might motivate a new workflow design (operational architecture),
users are expected to know the domain and the target
language very well, and the source language minimally or
not at all. The approach can be implemented via a standard Web browser, as demonstrated by [43]. In this implementation, the text of the translation’s current version
appears in the interface’s central frame. It looks like normal text, and is composed of the currently selected trajectory in the factorizing graph. The text is clickable where
there are alternations in the graph. The interface’s left pane
is used to manipulate the graph (e.g. to change a selection
or edge priority, or to indicate crossings or additions).
This new concept of interactive translation exploiting
target-language graphs may become possible and useful in
the Web 3.0.
3.3 Knowledge-Based MT
The idea of connecting an MT system to a knowledge base through an expert system was first studied and
prototyped by R. Gerber in his 1984 PhD research [44].
The purpose was to solve certain lexical ambiguities and
to correct errors in parse trees, in particular attachment
errors. Later, immediately after MT research resumed in
the US after eighteen years in disrepute, CMU [45] proposed to build an MT system around a full-blown domain
ontology, ultimately producing the KBMT-89 prototype.
The KANT system was then developed for Caterpillar and
deployed there with four target languages under the name
of CATALYST. After 2000, it appears that a TA system,
Déjà Vu, was put into operation at Caterpillar. We could
not determine whether MT continues there, perhaps integrated with TA; however, it would not be surprising if it
has been discontinued: it is often too costly to maintain
MT dictionaries in synch with those for a translators’
assistant, which are continuously enriched by translators.
Highly specialized linguists must in this case follow the
evolution of the input sublanguage, and must develop and
maintain more target languages. In the end, MT usage
becomes less and less attractive and is finally discontinued.
The old concept of KBMT is now bound to revive,
we believe. As domain ontologies are becoming popular,
they will not have to be built for the sake of MT. (By
contrast, ontology construction more than doubled the
cost of the lexical knowledge in KBMT-89.) Rather,
ontologies will be employed as they are, using new sorts
of expert system interfaces, comparable to those R. Gerber
used in 1981-84. For these purposes, it will be possible
to use a new technique we are developing (in the context
of the French ANR OMNIA project in order to access
large databases of images with companion texts). Descriptors relative to a domain ontology # are extracted by
image processing and textual content extraction, then
merged and stored in the facts, or A-box, of ontology # .
We multilingualize context extraction in two steps: first,
we annotate the texts by interlingual lexemes (such as the
UWs of UNL), using a language-specific module; next,
we run a language-independent content extraction algo-

rithm on the interlingual annotations, guided by an
automatically built correspondence between the interlingua and the concepts, attributes, and rules, or T-box, of
ontology #.

[8]

Conclusion
MT has changed considerably since 1984, when
Systran was put on the French Minitel, and the pace has
quickened since 1994, when it was put on Internet, to
be followed by many others. We will not repeat here the
summary given in the abstract above. Rather, we will
conclude by saying that the most important factors for
success or failure of MT systems in the future will
probably be the adequacy of their operational architecture (workflow design, users, contributors and scenarios
of use) to support the new uses which will appear with
the Semantic Web, Web 3.0. In particular, the development of high quality MT for a very large number of
naturally arising sublanguages will necessitate the extensive involvement of users, both as volunteer codevelopers of resources and as improvers (post-editors)
of rough or raw MT results.
Widespread high-quality MT development will
also require good methods for extending text-based and
spoken MT to under-resourced languages and language
pairs. Three promising aspects of the future of MT are
(1) the automatic learning, from sets of examples, of
enconverters to and deconverters from appropriate interlingua representations; (2) the development of authoring
tools enabling users to interactively create selfexplaining documents (SEDs), and to automatically
translate these into many other languages; and (3) the
connection of domain ontologies to MT systems of all
types through expert system interfaces. Ubilingual
(ubiquitous multilingual) computing is already on its
way, and progress towards intelligent ubilingual computing is anticipated.
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